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18 Abstract

19 Drug research with animal models is expensive, time-consuming and translation to clinical trials is 

20 often poor, resulting in a desire to replace, reduce, and refine the use of animal models. One approach 

21 to replace and reduce the use of animal models in research is using in vitro cell-culture models.

22 To study bone physiology, bone diseases and drugs, many studies have been published using 

23 osteoblast-osteoclast co-cultures. The use of osteoblast-osteoclast co-cultures is usually not clearly 

24 mentioned in the title and abstract, making it difficult to identify these studies without a systematic 

25 search and thorough review. As a result, researchers are all developing their own methods from the 

26 ground up, leading to conceptually similar studies with many methodological differences and, as a 

27 direct consequence, incomparable results.

28 The aim of this study was to systematically review existing osteoblast-osteoclast co-culture studies 

29 published up to 6 January 2020, and to give an overview of their methods, predetermined outcome 

30 measures (formation and resorption, and ALP and TRAP quantification as surrogate markers for 

31 formation and resorption, respectively), and other useful parameters for analysis. Information 

32 regarding these outcome measures was extracted and collected in a database, and each study was 

33 further evaluated on whether both the osteoblasts and osteoclasts were analyzed using relevant 

34 outcome measures. From these studies, additional details on methods, cells and culture conditions 

35 were extracted into a second database to allow searching on more characteristics. 

36 The two databases presented in this publication provide an unprecedented amount of information on 

37 cells, culture conditions and analytical techniques for using and studying osteoblast-osteoclast co-

38 cultures. They allow researchers to identify publications relevant to their specific needs and allow easy 

39 validation and comparison with existing literature. Finally, we provide the information and tools 

40 necessary for others to use, manipulate and expand the databases for their needs.
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41 Introduction

42 Bone is a highly dynamic tissue with mechanical and metabolic functions that are maintained by the 

43 process of bone remodeling by the bone forming osteoblasts (OBs), bone resorbing osteoclasts (OCs), 

44 and regulating osteocytes. In healthy tissue, bone resorption and formation are in equilibrium, 

45 maintaining the necessary bone strength and structure to meet the needs of the body. In diseases 

46 such as osteoporosis and osteopetrosis this equilibrium is disturbed, leading to pathological changes 

47 in bone mass that adversely affect the bone’s mechanical functionality (1). 

48 Studies on bone physiology, bone disease and drug development are routinely performed in animal 

49 models, which are considered a fundamental part of preclinical research. The use of animals raises 

50 ethical concerns and is generally more time consuming and more expensive than in vitro research. 

51 Laboratory animals are also physiologically different from humans and their use in pre-clinical studies 

52 leads to poor translation of results to human clinical trials (2,3), and the subsequent failure of 

53 promising discoveries to enter routine clinical use (4,5). These limitations and the desire to reduce, 

54 refine and replace animal experiments gave rise to the development of in vitro models (6,7). Over the 

55 last four decades, significant incremental progress has been made towards developing OB-OC co-

56 culture models.

57 The development of in vitro OB-OC co-cultures started with a publication of T.J. Chambers in 1982 (8), 

58 where the author induced quiescence of isolated tartrate resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP)-positive 

59 rat OCs with calcitonin and reversed their quiescence by co-culturing them with isolated rat OBs in 

60 direct contact. At that time, studies involving OCs resorted to the isolation of mature OCs by 

61 disaggregation from fragmented animal bones. The first account of in vitro osteoclastogenesis in co-

62 culture was realized in 1988 when Takahashi and co-authors (9) cultured mouse spleen cells and 

63 isolated mouse OBs in the presence of 1α,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 and found TRAP-positive dentine-

64 resorbing cells. The herein described methods were used and adapted to generate OCs for the 
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65 following decade. Most of the studies published until this point in time used co-cultures as a tool for 

66 achieving osteoclastogenesis, as opposed to a model for bone remodeling. At that time, a co-culture 

67 of OBs with spleen cells or monocytes was the only way of generating functional OCs in vitro. It wasn’t 

68 until 1999 that Suda (10) discovered Receptor Activator of Nuclear Factor Kappa Ligand (RANKL) and 

69 Macrophage Colony Stimulating Factor (M-CSF) as the necessary and sufficient proteins required for 

70 differentiating cells from the monocyte/macrophage lineage into functioning OCs (11–13). This 

71 discovery marked the start of co-culture models developed for studying bone remodeling. 

72 In recent years, many research groups have ventured into the realm of OB-OC co-cultures with the 

73 intent of studying both formation and resorption, but each group seems to be individually developing 

74 the tools to suit their needs resulting in many functionally related experiments that are 

75 methodologically completely different. In addition, the use of such methods is often not clearly stated 

76 within title and abstracts. Simple title/abstract searches such as ‘OB + OC +co-culture’ tend to scratch 

77 only the surface of the base of evidence available using OB-OC co-cultures. Finding and comparing 

78 different co-culture approaches and results is thus virtually impossible and forces each group to 

79 develop and use their own methods instead of building upon those of others. 

80 The aim of this study was to construct a systematic review of all OB-OC co-cultures published up to 

81 January 6, 2020. With this systematic review, we aimed at identifying all existing OB-OC co-culture 

82 studies and analyze these within two comprehensive databases, allowing researchers to quickly 

83 search, sort and select studies relevant for their own research. Database 1 contains all OB-OC co-

84 culture studies in which at least one relevant primary outcome measure was investigated (formation 

85 and/or resorption) or secondary outcome measure (alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and/or tartrate 

86 resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) quantification as surrogate markers for formation and resorption, 

87 respectively) (S1_File_Database_1). A sub-selection of studies that investigated these relevant 

88 outcome measures on both OBs and OCs in the co-culture was included in Database 2, accompanied 
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89 by additional details on methods, culture conditions and cells (S2_File_Database_2). The collection of 

90 the two databases will further be referred to as a systematic map.

91

92 Methods

93 For this systematic map a structured search protocol was developed using the SYRCLE protocol format 

94 (14). This protocol format is tailored to the preparation, registration, and publication of systematic 

95 reviews of preclinical studies, and helps authors predefine the methodological approach of their 

96 review from research question to data synthesis. The protocol and search strings were made publicly 

97 available before completion of the study selection via Zenodo (15) to ensure transparency of the 

98 publication. In short, three online bibliographic literature sources were consulted with a 

99 comprehensive search string and the resulting publications were combined and screened using a four-

100 step procedure (Fig. 1): 1) identification of OB-OC co-cultures, 2) identification of relevant outcome 

101 measures, 3) categorization in Databases 1 and 2 (Fig 2), 4) search for additional articles in the 

102 reference lists of studies included in Database 2 and relevant reviews. 

103 Fig 1. Flow diagram of systematic literature search and screening. Screening step 1: Hits from 3 online 

104 bibliographic literature sources were combined, primary studies were selected, and duplicates were 

105 removed. Title and abstracts were screened for the presence of OB-OC co-cultures. Screening step 2: 

106 OB-OC co-cultures were screened in full text for relevant outcome measures. All studies in which at 

107 least one relevant outcome measure was studied were included into Database 1. Screening step 3: 

108 Papers in which both cell types were studied with relevant outcome measures were included into 

109 Database 2. Screening step 4: Papers included into Database 2 and relevant reviews were screened for 

110 potentially missing relevant studies and identified studies were screened in the same manner as 

111 described here. Each screening step is marked with a separate background color. Each selection step 

112 within the screening steps is marked with a colored header. Blue header: used as input for the review. 
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113 Grey header: selection step. Red header: excluded studies. Yellow header: Database as presented in 

114 this systematic map.  Abbreviations: outcome measures (OM), Database 2 (DB2), osteoblast (OB), 

115 osteoclast (OC). 

116 Fig 2. Schematic overview of Databases 1 and 2. All identified studies were searched for OB-OC co-

117 cultures, where co-culture was defined as OB and OC being present simultaneously and able to 

118 exchange biochemical signals. In addition to direct-contact cultures, cultures such as transwell 

119 cultures, 3D or scaffold cultures and bioreactor cultures were allowed as well. OB-OC co-culture studies 

120 which used relevant outcome measures were included into Database 1. Of these, only the relevant 

121 outcome measures were analyzed. All studies where relevant outcome measures were used for both 

122 OB and OC were included into Database 2 as well. Of these, cells and culture conditions were analyzed. 

123 The figure was modified from Servier Medical Art, licensed under a Creative Common Attribution 3.0 

124 Generic License (http://smart.servier.com, accessed on 2 July 2021).

125

126

127 Database Search

128 The online bibliographic literature sources Pubmed, Embase (via OvidSP) and Web of Science were 

129 searched on January 6, 2020 with a predefined search query developed to identify as many studies as 

130 possible employing OB-OC co-cultures. The search strings used a combination of thesaurus and free 

131 text terms where possible and consisted of the following components: ([OBs] OR ([OB precursors] AND 

132 [bone-related terms])) AND ([OCs] OR ([OC precursors] AND [bone-related terms])) AND [co-culture], 

133 where each component in square brackets represents a list of related thesaurus and free-text search 

134 terms, and where parentheses indicate the order of operations within the search query. The full search 

135 strings can be found via Zenodo (15). The results of all three searches were combined. Conference 
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136 abstracts and duplicates were removed using the duplicate removal tools of Endnote X7 and Rayyan 

137 web-based systematic review software (16). 

138 The remaining entries were screened using a four-step procedure that resulted in the generation of 2 

139 databases: Database 1 containing all co-culture studies that measured at least one relevant outcome 

140 measure (formation, resorption, ALP or TRAP), and Database 2 containing all studies that measured 

141 at least one relevant outcome measure on both OB and OC: either formation or ALP for OB, and either 

142 resorption or TRAP for OC. The entire data collection and screening process was performed 

143 independently by two researchers starting from the moment that conference abstracts and duplicates 

144 had been removed and ending the moment that the relevant information of the publications was 

145 extracted into the two databases. Disagreements between researchers were discussed and 

146 publications were re-screened if necessary. A third independent researcher was consulted for 

147 disagreements that could not be solved by the first two independent researchers. 

148

149 Screening step 1: Identification of OB-OC co-cultures

150 This step was performed to identify and extract OB-OC co-cultures from the complete list of studies 

151 identified from the three online bibliographic literature sources after automatic removal of 

152 conference abstracts and duplicates. All further steps were done on these studies or a sub-selection 

153 thereof. Using Rayyan web-based systematic review software (16), the titles and abstracts of all 

154 entries were screened for the presence of primary studies using OB-OC co-cultures. Reviews, theses, 

155 chapters, and conference abstracts that were not automatically detected were excluded at this point. 

156 Potentially relevant reviews were saved separately to serve as an additional source of studies that 

157 could have been missed by the systematic search. 

158 In the selection process, co-culture was defined as the simultaneous presence (verified) or assumed 

159 presence (expected) of OBs and OCs (or OB-like and/or OC-like cells) within the same culture system 
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160 at a moment during the described experiment such that the cells were able to communicate either via 

161 soluble factors in the medium and/or direct cell-cell contact. Both primary cells and cell lines of any 

162 origin were admitted including heterogeneous cell populations, if these were clearly defined and 

163 expected to result in a biologically relevant number of the desired cell type, precursor type, or 

164 terminally differentiated cell type. The presence of progenitor cells (such as monocytes or 

165 mesenchymal stem/stromal cells) was allowed only if these were either verified or expected to 

166 differentiate into OBs and/or OCs. Studies using a single animal or human donor for both cell types 

167 were allowed, but only if the two (progenitor) cell types were at one point separated, counted, and 

168 reintroduced in a controlled manner. In addition, trans-well systems (no physical contact but shared 

169 medium compartment with or without membrane), scaffolds (3-dimensional porous structure of any 

170 material including decellularized matrix), and bioreactor culture systems (culture exposed to physical 

171 stimuli such as rotation, mechanical loading or fluid flow) were included. Conditioned media 

172 experiments were excluded because these do not allow real-time two-way exchange of cell signals. 

173 Explant cultures or organ cultures were excluded because these studies contain a living ex vivo culture 

174 element, whereas the focus of this systematic map is limited to in vitro studies. 

175 When the study used any type of OB-OC co-culture as defined above, the study was included. When 

176 there was no indication that there was an OB-OC co-culture, the study was excluded. When, based on 

177 the title and abstract, it was likely that there was a co-culture, but this was not described as such, the 

178 full-text publication was screened. 

179

180 Screening step 2: Identification of relevant outcome measures in the co-

181 culture experiments

182 This step was used to identify co-cultures that specifically investigated outcome measures related to 

183 bone remodeling: measuring formation or resorption (primary outcome measures), or quantitative 
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184 measurements of activity markers ALP or TRAP in a dedicated assay (secondary outcome measures). 

185 The primary outcome measures of measuring resorption and formation were chosen because these 

186 are the processes that are directly affected in bone diseases. Measuring these outcome measures 

187 usually requires a specific methodological setup such as a specific surface analysis for measuring 

188 formation, or a resorbable substrate for measuring resorption. The secondary outcome measures of 

189 ALP and TRAP were included because these are regarded as viable alternatives for the direct 

190 measurement of formation and resorption. The full texts of the studies identified in screening step 1 

191 were screened for experimental techniques and outcome measures. Studies in which for at least one 

192 of the cell types a relevant outcome measure was used, were selected to be used in Database 1 

193 (S1_File_Database_1). The measurement of formation was defined as any method that directly 

194 measures the area or volume of (tissue) mineralization by OBs, any method that measures by-products 

195 of formation, and any method that measures biochemical markers that directly and exclusively 

196 correlate to formation. The measurement of resorption was defined as any method that directly 

197 measures the surface area or volume that has been resorbed by OCs, that biochemically measures 

198 products or by-products of resorption, or that measures biochemical markers that directly and 

199 exclusively correlate to resorption. The measurement of ALP and TRAP was defined as the detection 

200 of either the direct measurement of the enzymatic activity of these proteins, or the direct 

201 quantification of the amount of those proteins present in a dedicated assay. Studies that determined 

202 ALP or TRAP gene expression using PCR were excluded because PCR was not considered a dedicated 

203 assay for this map and did not directly measure the amount of protein present. However, the use of 

204 PCR was recorded in the generated databases in a separate column. Immuno-histological stainings of 

205 ALP or TRAP were not considered relevant outcome measures, even when followed by image analysis 

206 because at best these quantify stained surface area and not actual protein content. 

207 All co-cultures that did not contain at least a single outcome measure that met these criteria were 

208 excluded from further use. Because this was the first step at which the availability of the full text 
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209 publication was required, publications written in languages other than English with no translation 

210 available, and publications of which the full text could not be found were excluded at this point. 

211

212 Screening step 3: Categorization within Database 1

213 In this step, a distinction was made between studies in which only one of either OB or OC was studied, 

214 or both were studied. This distinction was made because ideally, a model for bone remodeling should 

215 show effects on both OBs and OCs. Each study selected from screening step 2 was assessed on the 

216 methods to study OBs and OCs. Each study was categorized into one of five categories within Database 

217 1: 1) The relevant outcome measures were measured in both OBs and OCs in the co-culture. These 

218 studies were also included in the in-depth screening for Database 2 (S2_File_Database_2). 2) Both cell 

219 types were studied, but relevant outcome measures were only measured in OCs or 3) Both cell types 

220 were studied, but relevant outcome measures were only measured in OBs. 4) Only OCs were studied 

221 in co-culture, the other cell type was neglected or 5) OBs were studied in co-culture, the other cell 

222 type was neglected. Thus, category 1 contained the studies in which both formation and resorption 

223 were investigated, either directly or by ALP or TRAP quantification. Category 2 and 3 contained studies 

224 in which both OBs and OCs were studied, but only one of the two was studied with the relevant 

225 outcome measures. The other cell type was studied using other methods instead such as stainings or 

226 PCR. Categories 4 and 5 contain studies in which only one of the two cell types was analyzed with one 

227 of the relevant outcome measures while the other cell type was present but not analyzed in co-culture 

228 at all. Note that for this categorization, it was necessary that the cells that were used in co-culture 

229 were studied, and not for example a mono-culture conducted in parallel.

230

231 Screening step 4: Review and reference list screening
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232 To find additional studies that may have been missed during bibliographic searches, relevant review 

233 articles identified during the selection process and studies labeled as category 1 in step 3 were 

234 screened for additional publications that could be relevant to the current systematic map. Of these 

235 studies, the relevant passages within the text were screened, followed by a thorough screening of the 

236 complete reference lists of these studies. All potentially relevant studies were first cross-checked with 

237 the original search results of the bibliographic literature search, and if these were not identified there, 

238 were screened in the same manner as all other studies used in this systematic map. Unique relevant 

239 studies were then added to the corresponding databases and analyzed as described earlier.

240

241 Database 1 generation and analysis – All co-cultures with relevant 

242 outcome measures

243 Every study included in Database 1 was screened for the relevant outcome measures resorption, 

244 formation, ALP and TRAP during screening steps 2 and 3. To provide useful and specific information 

245 of each of the studies included in this database, all potentially relevant information related to the 

246 relevant outcome measures was collected and organized. For resorption, additional information on 

247 the resorbed substrate, the methodological procedure and quantification of results was collected. For 

248 formation, additional information on the type of analysis, the methodological procedure and 

249 quantification of results was collected. For both ALP and TRAP, additional information on the 

250 mechanism of the biochemical assay, whether it was conducted on lysed cells or supernatant, and 

251 information regarding the quantification was collected. In addition, the following information was 

252 extracted, whether: the authors described their setup as a model specifically for remodeling, the 

253 experiment was conducted in 3D, the experiment applied bioreactors, more than 2 cell types were 

254 cultured simultaneously, the culture used a trans-well setup, the culture used PCR and components in 

255 the supernatant of the culture were analyzed by ELISA or a similar quantification method. If the answer 
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256 to these questions was yes, then the applicable details were collected as well. Finally, a column for 

257 additional remarks was introduced for details that did not fit in another column. Studies where the 

258 authors are color coded in pink were those not found through the initial database search but by the 

259 screening of the review articles or reference lists. Studies categorized as category 1 in screening step 

260 3 were selected for use in Database 2 and had their title color coded in orange. 

261 Quality assessment and scripting

262 In Database 1 only the methods used for analyzing relevant outcome measured are reported, and not 

263 the data obtained from them or the results described in the publication. Quality assessment in 

264 Database 1 is thus limited to assessing the completeness of the necessary elements of the collected 

265 methodological details, to the extent that the methods are properly represented in Database 1 and 

266 related tables. Please note that the methods themselves were not investigated on a complete 

267 description for a perfect replication of the study, but only on the description necessary to accurately 

268 classify the method within this systematic map. For example, a study claiming to investigate resorption 

269 on dentine discs using Toluidine Blue was deemed sufficiently described to accurately classify, 

270 regardless of whether the information presented was sufficient to duplicate that specific method 

271 precisely. Publications in which information was missing are here represented as ‘not reported’ if no 

272 information was provided, ‘reference only’ if no information was provided but another study was 

273 referenced, and ‘undefined kit’, when a commercial kit was used but the content or methodology was 

274 not further described. Instances of missing information can easily be identified in figures, tables and 

275 databases, but were not further used in this systematic map. Studies where an instance of information 

276 was missing were still used for other analyses for which the corresponding provided information was 

277 present.

278 A script was written in Excel Visual Basics programming language to analyze Database 1 and extract 

279 relevant statistical information on the collected information. On sheet 2 “Data” of the Database 1 

280 excel file, the descriptive statistical data and collected information are presented in the form of lists 
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281 and tables and together with a button to re-run the analysis based on the reader's requirements. The 

282 script is integrated within the excel file and can be used only when the file is saved as a ‘macro-

283 enabled’ file (.xlsm).

284 Database 2 generation and analysis – All co-cultures in which both 

285 cell types had relevant outcome measures.

286 In addition to the information already collected for Database 1, additional information was extracted 

287 from the studies in which relevant outcome measures were studied of both OB and OC: the species 

288 (17) and type (cell line or primary) and actual used cell type (6) of both the OB and OC were collected. 

289 Seeding numbers and densities (18) for both OB and OC were collected or calculated where possible, 

290 separated by 2D (cell density per area) and 3D (cell density per volume), and the seeding ratio (19) 

291 between OB and OC was noted or calculated. The culture surface (bio-)material (20), sample size 

292 (samples per group), culture duration and medium refreshing rate in units as reported in the study, 

293 environmental conditions or variations such as CO2 or O2 alterations or mechanical loading (21), and 

294 pre-culture duration (22) were collected, where pre-culture is defined as a different co-culture 

295 condition (such as a different supplement cocktail) lasting for a short duration (such as 2 days) prior 

296 to the ‘main’ co-culture. The medium composition (23) was collected and organized by base medium 

297 type such as Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) and alpha-Modified Eagle Medium (αMEM), 

298 glucose content (if provided separately in the text), Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) / Fetal Calf Serum (FCS) 

299 in percentages, antibiotics (types and concentrations or percentages as provided), OB supplement 

300 concentrations (ascorbic acid, β-glycerophosphate and dexamethasone, OC supplement 

301 concentrations (M-CSF and RANKL) and other supplements, as well as medium content of any 

302 monoculture prior to the co-culture. Finally, the tested genes of all studies applying PCR and any 

303 proteins studied with ELISA or other supernatant analyses executed on the co-culture were noted. 

304 Quality assessment and scripting
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305 In Database 2 the culture conditions, cells and materials used are reported, and not the data obtained 

306 from them or the results described in the publication. Quality assessment in Database 2 is thus limited 

307 to assessing the completeness of the necessary elements of the collected methodological details, to 

308 the extent that the methods are properly represented in Database 2 and related figures and tables. 

309 Please note that the methods themselves were not investigated on a complete description for a 

310 perfect replication of the study, but only on the description necessary to accurately classify the 

311 method within this systematic map. For example, a study claiming to use human primary monocytes 

312 and human primary osteoblasts for the OB-OC co-culture was deemed sufficiently described to 

313 accurately classify respectively the OB and OC origin, regardless of whether the information presented 

314 was sufficient to perfectly replicate that part of the study. Publications in which information was 

315 missing are here represented as ‘not reported’ (NR) if no information was provided, or ‘reference only’ 

316 if no information was provided but another study was referenced. If studies were missing information 

317 critical to reproduce the outcome measures (for example seeding ratio’s, culture surface material, 

318 medium or supplement information, critical steps in analyses), the cells in the database missing this 

319 information were labeled in red. If the missing information was not critical for the outcome measures 

320 but necessary for a replication of the study (for example sample size, medium refresh rate, control 

321 conditions), the cells were labeled in orange. The sum of both orange and red cells for each color in 

322 each study is shown as well to indicate how many instances of missing information were identified in 

323 each study. The color coding was determined by the authors of this map but can be adjusted within 

324 Database 2 if other criteria for critical information and completeness are desired. Instances of missing 

325 information can easily be identified in the corresponding figures, tables and databases, but were not 

326 further used in this systematic map. Studies where an instance of information was missing were still 

327 used for other analyses for which the corresponding provided information was present.

328 Using Excel Visual Basics programming language, three scripts were written to analyze and process 

329 Database 2. One script was created to count all instances of cells labeled as ‘missing info’ and present 

330 this number in two dedicated columns (missing critical or non-critical info). One script was created to 
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331 count the frequency of occurrence of all (co-)authors and years of publication. Finally, one script was 

332 created to analyze this database and extract relevant descriptive statistical data on the collected 

333 information. On sheet 2 “Data” of the Database 2 excel file, the statistical data and collected 

334 information are presented in the form of lists and tables and together with the buttons to re-run the 

335 analyses based on the reader's requirements. The scripts are integrated within the excel file and can 

336 be used only when the file is saved as a ‘macro-enabled’ file (.xlsm). 

337

338 Results

339 Search results

340 From three online bibliographic literature sources, 7687 studies were identified (Pubmed: 1964, 

341 Embase via OvidSP: 2709, Web of Science: 3014). After removal of conference abstracts, 6874 studies 

342 remained. After duplicate removal, 3925 unique studies were identified to be screened. 

343

344 Studies included into Database 1

345 After title-abstract screening and when in doubt full text screening (screening step 1), 694 studies 

346 were identified as OB-OC co-cultures. A list of these studies is available as a supplementary file 

347 (S4_File_List of all OB-OC co-cultures). Of these, one study was excluded from further analysis because 

348 the full text could not be obtained, 35 were excluded because they were in a language other than 

349 English and 406 were excluded because no relevant outcome measure was used in the study 

350 (screening step 2). The qualifying 252 studies with at least one relevant outcome measure were 

351 included in Database 1. 

352
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353 Studies included into Database 2

354 In 77 of these studies, both the OB and OC were studied, and in 39 of these, both OB and OC were 

355 studied using relevant outcome measures (screening step 3). These 39 studies were included in 

356 Database 2. 

357

358 Additional screening of review articles and reference lists for missing studies

359 The 39 studies of Database 2 and 10 additional review publications were screened for other relevant 

360 studies that the initial search may have missed (screening step 4). An additional 25 unique studies 

361 were identified in the 10 reviews, and 34 unique studies were identified from the reference lists of 

362 the included studies. These additional 59 studies were reviewed as described previously and resulted 

363 in an additional 3 OB-OC co-cultures with only relevant outcome measures measured on one cell type, 

364 resulting in a total of 255 studies with relevant outcome measures on at least one cell type for 

365 Database 1, and 39 studies in which relevant outcome measures were studied in both cell types for 

366 Database 2. A detailed overview of the search and selection process is shown in Fig 1. 

367

368 Publications per year

369 The publications included in Database 1 were published between 1983 and 2019, with a peak in 

370 publications around the year 2000, followed by a dip and then a more or less slight but steady increase 

371 until now (Fig 3a). The peak roughly coincides with the discovery that M-CSF and RANKL were both 

372 necessary and sufficient to induce osteoclastic differentiation in monocytes in 1999 (10). The included 

373 publications in Database 2 span the time between 1997 and 2019, with only 8 publications before 

374 2010 (Fig 3b). This coincides with the progress in development of in vitro co-cultures of OB and OC, 
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375 moving beyond co-cultures with OB to generate OC, and moving towards co-cultures of OB and OC to 

376 study for example cell-cell interactions (6). 

377

378 Fig 3. Relevant publications per year. A) All 255 publications that contain relevant outcome measures 

379 counted by year ranging from 1983 to 2019 (Database 1). B) The 39 selected publications of Database 

380 2 counted by year ranging from 1998 to 2019 (Database 2).

381

382 Database 1 results

383 Database 1 provides an overview of all OB-OC co-culture studies published until January 6, 2020 in 

384 which at least one relevant outcome measure was studied. Of the 255 studies included, resorption 

385 was analyzed in 181 studies, formation was analyzed in 37 studies and both were analyzed in 16 

386 studies. ALP was analyzed in 42 studies, TRAP was analyzed in 61 studies and both were analyzed in 

387 22 studies (Table 1).

388 Table 1. Combinations and frequencies of primary and secondary outcome measures.

Primary outcome measuresCombinations of primary 

and secondary outcome 

measures in each study

No resorption 

or formation

Resorption 

only 

Formation 

only

Resorption and 

formation Total

No ALP or TRAP  0 151 14 9 174

ALP only 16  0 2 2 20

TRAP only 23 9 3 4 39

ALP + TRAP 14 5 2 1 22

Se
co

nd
ar

y 
ou

tc
om

es
 

m
ea

su
re

s

Total 53 165 21 16 255
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389 Table 1: This table can be referenced to identify the number of studies using any combination of 

390 primary and secondary outcome measures. All 255 studies that investigate at least one of the primary 

391 or secondary outcome measures are represented once in this table. Each study is represented by a 

392 combination of primary outcome measures (horizontal) and secondary outcome measures (vertical). 

393 Marginal totals of each row and column are counted under ‘total’ with the grand total in the bottom-

394 right cell. These marginal totals sum the total number of studies that studied only that combination of 

395 either primary or secondary outcome measures, with no regard of the outcome measures on the 

396 opposite axis. The total numbers of each individual outcome measure can be calculated from this table 

397 but are presented in the following paragraphs and tables.

398

399 Resorption

400 Resorption is the process by which osteoclasts remove old and damaged bone tissue through 

401 enzymatic degradation or acidic dissolution. Out of all 255 OB-OC co-culture publications included in 

402 Database 1, resorption was studied directly on 188 occasions in 181 studies and quantified 142 times 

403 (Table 2). In some publications, more than one material or method of analysis for resorption was used. 

404 In cases where multiple materials were used, each material was counted as an individual study of 

405 resorption and for each material, the corresponding analyses were counted, even if these were 

406 identical per material. In those cases where multiple methods of analysis are used on the same 

407 material, all methods are counted, and the material is counted only once. This resulted in a counted 

408 number of studies that is higher than the actual number of publications. When numbers of studies are 

409 referenced, these are the ‘counted’ number of studies defined above, and not the actual number of 

410 publications. 

411 Table 2a. Occurrences of resorption on different types of substrates and subsequent analyses.
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Materials used as a resorbable substrate for measuring resorption

Shapes, structures and types of 

materials used as resorbable 

substrate for analysis of resorption.

De
nt

in
e

Bo
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HA Si
lk

Co
lla

ge
n

Ca
P

PL
LA

Ch
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n

O
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eo
lo

gi
c

M
in

er
al

iz
ed

N
ot

 re
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rt
ed

Pe
r-

ro
w

 to
ta

l

Per-material total number of studies 76 66 6 5 2 4 1 1 19 6 2 188

Per material quantified studies 55 52 3 4 1 4 0 0 17 4 2 142

Discs 76 63 2 2 13 156

Films 2 4 1 1 8

Coatings 2 1 3

Scaffolds 1 1 3 5

Hydrogels 1 1

ECM 2 2

Nodule 1 1

Fragments 3 3

Substrates 1 1

Plates 6 6

Sh
ap

e 
or

 st
ru

ct
ur

e 
of

 m
at

er
ia

l 

Not reported 2 2

Analysis techniques for analzying 

resorption on resorbable substrates.
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M
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N
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w
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Toluidine Blue 36 19 55

Haematoxylin 16 2 18

Eosin 1 1

H&E 1 1

Alum / Coomassie Blue 1 1

TRAP 1 1

St
ai

ni
ng

Von Kossa 2 4 1 7

Phase contrast 1 4 5

SEM 12 37 5 3 1 1 59

TEM 1 1 2

2-Photon 1 1

Atomic force 1 1 1 3

Reflected light 8 2 10

M
ic

ro
sc

op
y

Dark field 1 1
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412 Table 2a: Each column signifies a different material used as a substrate for measuring resorption. If 

413 other cells, prior to the introduction of OC, were used to deposit mineralized matrix on another 

414 material, then the material was listed in the column ‘Mineralized’. If the material was not reported, 

415 the study was listed in the column ‘Not reported’. The first rows show how many instances of each 

416 material were included into this systematic map in total, and how many times the results were 

417 quantified. The final column shows incremental totals per material type or analysis type. This table 

418 consists of two sections. The top section shows in what form or shape the corresponding materials 

419 were used as a substrate for resorption. The bottom section shows the techniques that were used to 

420 study the resorption described on the materials described in the top section. Each individual study is 

421 represented exactly once in the top section of the table to signify the type and form of the substrate 

422 used, and exactly once in the bottom section of the table to signify the method used to analyze the 

423 resorption that occurred on that substrate. This required the selection of the most ‘important’ part of 

424 the methods used. In the cases where first a staining was used followed by microscopy, only the 

425 staining is listed. Only in those cases where resorption was investigated directly with a microscope 

426 without prior staining, the type of microscopy is listed.

427

428 Table 2b Supernatant resorption techniques

Light microscopy 6 6

Assay 1 1

Immuno-assay 3 3 1 7

MicroCT 1 1 2

Reference only 2 2O
th

er

Not reported 1 1 2 1 5

Total per material 76 66 6 5 2 4 1 1 19 6 2 188

Supernatant Analysis techniques per 

material used for analysis of 

resorption. 
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429 Table 2b: This table presents five types of resorption analysis where measurements can be performed 

430 in the culture supernatant and not on the material itself. In the corresponding studies, these were done 

431 in addition to ‘regular’ analysis presented in Table 2a, and for that reason are presented separately. 

432 These have the advantage that they can be used to monitor changes over time in a non-destructive 

433 way. 

434 Most of these studies used discs or fragments of either bone or dentine. Due to the flat nature of 

435 these discs, the surface can be considered 2D, and resorption pits can be visualized directly using 

436 conventional microscopy techniques, such as for example Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) or 

437 Reflected Light Microscopy (RLM). To enhance the contrast of the resorption pits, stains such as 

438 Toluidine Blue (TB) and Hematoxylin (H) were used. Resorption on bone fragments was quantified 

439 using radioimmunological assays measuring the release of in vivo pre-labeled 3H-proline or type I 

440 collagen telopeptide. 

441 Synthetic resorbable discs or coatings on culture plates are designed specifically for studying 

442 resorption, and usually the exact composition has not been revealed. These will further be referred to 

443 as ‘osteologic’ plates or discs. The discs were analyzed in roughly the same way as bone or dentine 

444 discs. Thin resorbable coatings on translucent culture plates offer another interesting approach. 

445 Resorbed areas reveal the translucent culture plate, while unresorbed areas are less translucent and 

446 can be stained with for example von Kossa’s method to provide even more contrast, making 

447 quantification with image analysis easy. 

448 Hydroxyapatite (HA) and other calcium phosphates were used in the form of discs, films, coatings, or 

449 scaffolds and were analyzed using various types of microscopy, both with and without prior staining. 

NTx 1 2 3

CTx 1 1 2

ICTP 1 1

Phosphate release 1 2 3

Su
pe

rn
at

an
t 

an
al

ys
is

Radioactive proline release 2 2
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450 These can be used in a similar way as biological and synthetic materials mentioned earlier, with the 

451 main advantage being their known composition.

452 Resorption of ECM or nodules produced by OBs and scaffolds mineralized by OBs were investigated 

453 with transmission electron microscopy, light microscopy after staining, using 2-photon Second 

454 Harmonic Generation microscopy (24), supernatant phosphate levels, or with an ELISA for C-terminal 

455 telopeptide (CTx) or N-terminal telopeptide (NTx), which are bone turnover marker more commonly 

456 used for testing urine and serum samples. 

457

458 Formation

459 Formation is the process by which osteoblasts create new bone tissue through the mineralization of 

460 deposited collagenous extracellular matrix. Out of all OB-OC co-cultures included in Database 1, 

461 formation was studied directly 39 times in 37 studies and quantified 29 times. (Table 3) In some 

462 studies, more than one method of measuring, analyzing and quantifying formation was used. In those 

463 cases, all methods are counted as individual studies. The methods of formation analysis were divided 

464 into 5 types: nodule analysis, volume analysis, surface analysis, supernatant analysis and 3D scans. 

465 Table 3: Formation statistics and analyses.

Type of analysis used to measure formation

Technique
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Su
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e 
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Vo
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m
e 
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Pe
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w

 T
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Total 3 20 6 5 5 39

Quantified 3 12 6 3 5 29

M
e Scaffold 2 1 1 3 2 9
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Film 1 1 1 2 5

Hydrogel 1 1

Pellet 1 1 2

as
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ur eDye release 5 5

Analysis
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H&E 1 1

Von Kossa 2 1 3

Alizarin Red 16 16

St
ai

ni
ng

Lentiviral fluorescence 1 1

Calcium 3 3

Calcium + Phosphate 2 2

As
sa

ys

CICP 6 6

SEM 1 3 4

O
th

er

microCT 3 3

Per-analysis Total 3 20 6 5 5 39

466

467 Table 3: Each column signifies a different type of analysis used for measuring formation. These include 

468 any type of non-destructive scan, a form of analysis of mineralized nodules, supernatant analysis, 

469 surface analysis, and destructive analysis of a mineralized volume. The first rows show how many 

470 instances of each type of analysis were included into this systematic map in total, and how many times 

471 the results were quantified. The final column shows marginal totals per row of each row. This table 

472 consists of two distinct sections, each starting with a row showing all analysis types for convenience. 

473 The first section lists defining characteristics of studies such as using films, scaffolds, hydrogels or 
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474 pellets, or using a technique to first stain tissue, and then releasing and measuring the released dye. 

475 Not each study had such defining characteristics, and the total of section one does not add up to 39 

476 studies. Section two shows either which materials was measured, or which technique was used for 

477 measuring formation. Each instance of formation is represented in section two of this table exactly 

478 once. Stainings were followed by microscopy or an assay in those cases where dye was released to be 

479 measured.

480

481

482 The most common method to quantify formation was to investigate mineralized nodule formation. 

483 This was done by using staining techniques such as Alizarin Red (calcium) (25) or von Kossa 

484 (phosphate) (26) followed by imaging, or directly imaging the nodules. While any staining specific for 

485 mineralized matrix or even plain light microscopy images could be quantified using appropriate 

486 imaging techniques and software, Alizarin Red offers an additional way of quantification: the amount 

487 of dye binding to the mineral correlates to the amount of mineralization, after imaging the dye can be 

488 released from the minerals using acetic acid and can then be quantified using colorimetric 

489 spectrophotometry (27). Surface analysis was used in a similar way to study formation on scaffolds, 

490 films, or particles. Scaffolds were stained and/or imaged, and the area of matrix deposition was 

491 visualized or quantified. Volume analysis was used to describe the measurement of mineralized tissue 

492 components calcium and phosphate, which were released after destruction of the matrix. These three 

493 types of formation measurement are destructive methods, meaning that the samples must be 

494 sacrificed for each time point. 

495 The remaining two types of formation methods are non-destructive. Supernatant analysis was used 

496 to describe the measurement of Collagen type I C-terminal propeptide (CICP), a byproduct of collagen 
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497 deposition, in cell culture supernatant. 3D scan was used to describe the use of (in this case) µCT 

498 quantify the three-dimensional structure of mineralized matrix. 

499

500 TRAP measurements as a surrogate marker of osteoclastic resorption

501 TRAP is a protein that has long been used as the predominant OC marker (28). Out of all OB-OC studies 

502 in Database 1, TRAP was studied 63 times in 61 publications by a dedicated assay (Table 4). TRAP can 

503 be measured intracellularly or excreted into the medium in two ways. Its enzymatic phosphatase 

504 activity can be measured directly, or the amount of TRAP molecules present can be quantified. TRAP 

505 release was studied both on cell lysate and on supernatant, and in some cases on both. The most 

506 frequently used method to study TRAP activity was using 4-nithophenylphosphate (pNPP), a substrate 

507 that is cleaved by phosphatases into phosphate and detectable yellow 4-nithophenol. Others used the 

508 fluorophore Naphthol ASBI-phosphate, which is converted into the fluorescent Naphthol-ASBI (29) 

509 and shows specificity for TRAP isoform 5b, making this method more specific for the detection of OC 

510 when compared to the measurement of TRAP enzyme in general (30). Naphtol ASMX phosphate (31) 

511 and an otherwise undisclosed diazonium salt function in a similar manner. Enzyme linked 

512 Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) can be used to detect TRAP in a slightly different manner; by binding a 

513 detectable substrate directly to the TRAP enzyme instead of using the enzyme to produce detectable 

514 substrate. Relying on conjugated enzymes or fluorescence, these techniques should be more effective 

515 at low concentrations of TRAP because multiple conjugates could bind to a single TRAP molecule. 

516 Others used a kit to detect TRAP, but no description of the assay other than the manufacturer were 

517 given. 

518 Table 4: TRAP measurement techniques and analyses.

Type pNPP N-ASBI-P N-ASMX-P ELISA Diazonium salt Undefined kit Reference Not reported Total

Total 33 5 1 9 1 9 4 1 63
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Lysed cells 29 5 1 1 3 2 41

Supernatant 6 7 1 6 2 22

Reference only 1 1

Not reported 1 1 2

Analysis pNPP N-ASBI-P N-ASMX-P ELISA Diazonium salt Kit Reference Not reported Total

absorbance 33 1 8 6 2 1 51

Fluorescence 5 5

Radiography 0

Reference only 2 1 1 2 6

Not reported 4 4

519

520 Table 4: Each column in Table 4 signifies a different technique to measure TRAP. This table consists of 

521 two distinct sections. The first section shows the number of studies that used each technique, and 

522 whether these were used on (lysed) cells or on culture supernatant. If only a reference to other 

523 literature was provided, that instance was listed in the row ‘Reference only’, and when these details 

524 were not reported, that instance was listed in the row ‘Not reported’. Note that in a single study TRAP 

525 can be measured with the same technique on both cell lysate and culture supernatant, resulting in a 

526 higher count of occurrences than number of studies that analyzed TRAP. The second section shows 

527 with which method of analysis the TRAP content was measured. If only a reference to other literature 

528 was provided, that instance was listed in the row ‘Reference only’, and when these details were not 

529 reported, that instance was listed in the row ‘Not reported’. If one study measured TRAP on both cells 

530 and supernatant, then that study is represented twice in the second section. In all other cases, each 

531 study is represented once in each section.

532

533 ALP measurements as a surrogate marker of osteoblastic tissue formation

534 Alkaline phosphatase (ALP), a bone turnover marker that is commonly used to investigate OBs, was 

535 studied in 42 publications (Table 5). ALP is a phosphatase, that like TRAP in OCs can be found both 
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536 within and on the OBs surface and can be excreted into culture medium soluble or via extracellular 

537 vesicles (32,33). The most frequently used method to measure ALP was to use the substrate pNPP, 

538 which is cleaved by ALP into phosphate and detectable yellow 4-nitrophenol. Enzyme Immuno Assays 

539 (EIA) and ELISAs are similar immunoenzymatic assays (34) that rely on an labelling ALP molecules with 

540 a detectable substrate or other enzymes. This is in contrast with the pNPP-based methods, where the 

541 ALP enzyme itself through its inherent enzymatic activity is responsible for generating the colored 

542 substance. An advantage of the EIA and ELISA methods is that these are generally more sensitive; 

543 multiple detectable molecules or enzymes can be bound to each ALP molecule. Others used a kit to 

544 measure ALP, but no description of the assay other than the manufacturer were given. 

545 Table 5: ALP measurement techniques and analysis.

ALP measurement techniques

Type pNPP EIA ELISA Undefined kit Total

Total 26 8 1 7 42

Lysed cells 19 1 6 26

Su
bs

tr
at

e

supernatant 8 7 1 2 18

absorbance 25 8 1 3 37

Reference only 2 2

De
te

ct
io

n

Not reported 5 5

546

547 Table 5: Each column signifies a different technique to measure ALP. The first rows show the 

548 occurrence of each technique and whether these were used on (lysed) cells, or on culture supernatant. 

549 Note that in a single study ALP can be measured with the same technique on both cell lysate and culture 

550 supernatant, resulting in a higher count of occurrences than number of studies that analyzed ALP. The 

551 final three rows show with which method of analysis the ALP content was measured. 
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552

553 Database 2 results

554 While Database 1 was created to provide an overview of all reported methods to study the relevant 

555 outcome measures (resorption, formation, TRAP and ALP) without other experimental details, 

556 Database 2 was created to provide more insight into what culture conditions were used for co-

557 cultures. From Database 1, studies that investigated relevant outcome measures on both OB and OC 

558 were regarded as co-cultures capable of showing OB-OC interaction, versus using one cell type only 

559 to stimulate an effect or differentiation in the other. Of these qualifying studies, more information on 

560 the used cells and culture conditions was extracted and analyzed in Database 2.

561

562 Osteoblasts

563 Osteoblasts are the bone forming cells responsible for depositing mineralized matrix. From all 39 

564 studies included in Database 2, the cell types that were present at the start of the co-culture were 

565 recorded and are shown in Table 6. More than half used human primary cells, whereas the others 

566 used animal primary cells or any type of cell line. Whether OBs or their progenitor cells were applied 

567 differed greatly between studies: almost half of the studies started the co-culture with OBs, the others 

568 started the co-culture with a type of progenitor cell. It needs to be noted that some of cell descriptions 

569 in Table 6 might refer to identical cell populations. This is a result of ambiguous isolation methods and 

570 nomenclature which is subjective and can evolve over time (35). This systematic map reflects the 

571 nomenclature used by the authors or an unambiguous translation of the provided nomenclature to 

572 nomenclature used in this map and does not interpret the provided information if it was ambiguous. 

573 One interesting observation regarding the cells used as OBs is that there is little variation in the 

574 different types of cells introduced into the co-cultures. Except for the oldest 6 studies that used 
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575 chicken and rat cells, all studies used human or mouse cells, most of which were primary cells. While 

576 the studies using rat and mouse cells mostly directly introduced OBs (either isolated as such or 

577 differentiated before seeding), those that used human cells predominantly resorted to using 

578 progenitor cells (35). Such OB precursors can be obtained from blood and bone marrow donations 

579 and can be expanded to the required number of cells in vitro. The main difference between OB versus 

580 progenitors is the presence or absence of the osteogenic differentiation phase. Differentiation within 

581 the experiment could be desired for the research question or must be considered in case it is not. 

582 Those that used primary OBs purchased expandable human OBs (36) or used OBs (37), undefined 

583 expanded bone cells (38), or differentiated MSCs (39) from bone material obtained during a surgical 

584 procedure. 

585 Table 6: Osteoblast origins and occurrences. 
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Human primary 4 9 2 6 1 22

Human cell line 1 1

Mouse primary 3 2 5

Mouse cell line 4 4

Rat primary 3 1 4

Chicken primary 2 2

Reference only 1 1

Total 16 11 2 8 1 1 39

586

587 Table 6: From Database 2, the origin of the cells that were used as OB was extracted. Each column 

588 represents a different cell type of OB-like cells or their precursors. Each row represents a different 
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589 source of cells, differentiating between both the origin species and whether the cells are primary cells 

590 or cell lines. Incremental totals are presented in the last row and column. 

591

592

593 Seeding densities plays a major role in proliferation and cell function of OBs (18,83). Seeding density 

594 of OBs in 2D could be extracted or calculated for 26 studies and ranged from approximately 900 

595 cells/cm2 to approximately 60.000 cells/cm2 with a median of approximately 6500 cells/cm2 and a 

596 mean of approximately 11000 cells/cm2 (Fig 4a). Seeding density of OBs in 3D could be extracted or 

597 calculated for 6 studies and ranged from approximately 300 cells/cm3 to approximately 7*107 

598 cells/cm3 with a median of approximately 4*106 cells/cm3 and a mean of 15*106 cells/cm3 (Fig 4d). It 

599 is important to note that these numbers are taken from the entire base of studies in Database 2, and 

600 as such are not representative for any type of OB or precursor used. These numbers can be further 

601 sorted and selected based on the individual researchers’ needs.

602 Fig 4. Seeding densities and seeding ratios. Violin plots of 2D and 3D seeding ratios of OB (A+D), OC 

603 (B+E) and respective seeding ratios (C+F). Values are calculated based on reported seeding numbers of 

604 the cells or precursors thereof by authors per surface are or volume. No distinction was made between 

605 different types of cells or precursors in these figures and this introduces a considerable spread in data 

606 due to possible cell proliferation (OB) and cell fusion (OC) that might have occurred after seeding. This 

607 distinction can be made in the database itself. Please take note that the ranges along the Y-axis are 

608 not the same for each figure. Each seeding density of each study is represented by a blue dot.

609

610 Osteoclasts
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611 Osteoclasts are the bone resorbing cells that remove old and damaged bone tissue to make place for 

612 the deposition of new mineralized matrix. Out of all 39 studies included in Database 2, 20 used human 

613 primary cells, the others used animal primary cells or any type of cell line (Table 7). In most cases 

614 cultures were initiated with OC progenitors: 16 studies introduced monocytes, 11 introduced 

615 mononuclear cells, the rest used other precursors. Again, it needs to be noted that some of these 

616 descriptions are ambiguous. What is reported here is the definition used by the authors of the 

617 respective studies. 

618 The origin of the cells used as OCs is remarkably like those of the OBs. The 6 oldest included studies 

619 used chicken and rat cells, and all others used mouse or human cells. With only one exception 

620 combining a mouse ST-2 cell line with human monocytes (40), all studies used cells of exclusively a 

621 single species for the OB and OC source. Such a similarity was not found regarding the use of cell lines 

622 versus primary cells. While many studies introduced OBs directly into the co-culture, only a single 

623 study claimed to introduce OCs directly into co-culture but failed to provide any information regarding 

624 either cell source and was therefore ignored from further use.

625 Seeding density of OC in 2D could be extracted or calculated for 25 studies and ranged from 5*103 

626 cells/cm2 to 15*106 cells/cm2 with a median of 42*103 cells/cm2 and a mean of 190*103 cells/cm2 (Fig 

627 4b). Seeding density of OC in 3D could be extracted or calculated for 6 studies and ranged from 2*104 

628 cells/cm3 to 7*107 cells/cm3 with a median of 4*106 cells/cm3 and a mean of 17*106 cells/cm3 (Fig 4e). 

629 Seeding ratios of OB:OC in 2D varied highly and ranged from 1:1500 to 1:1 (Fig 4c) and seeding ratios 

630 of OB:OC in 3D ranged from 100:1 to 1:25 (Fig 4f). In human bone tissue, the ratio of OB:OC is 

631 estimated to be approximately 7:1 (41). It must be noted that in these numbers, no distinction has 

632 been made between the use of precursors versus OB or OC or any type of expansion phase within 

633 experiments. These distinctions can be made within Database 2 for each individual need. 

634
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635 Table 7: Osteoclast origins and occurrences. 
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Human primary 10 6 1 3 20

Human cell line 4 4

Mouse primary 2 2 2 6

Mouse cell line 2 2

Rat primary 3 1 4

Chicken primary 2 2

Reference only 1 1

Total 16 11 5 5 1 1 39

636

637 Table 7: From Database 2, the origin of the cells that were used as OC was extracted. Each column 

638 represents a different cell type of OC-like cells or their precursors. Each row represents a different 

639 source of cells, differentiating between both the origin species and whether the cells are primary cells 

640 or cell lines. If the cell source was indicated using only a reference, that instance was listed in the row 

641 ‘reference only’. Incremental totals are presented in the last row and column. 

642

643

644 Co-culture medium composition and culture conditions

645 The behavior of cells is highly dependent on their environment, of which the biochemical part is 

646 predominantly determined by the culture medium composition. The main components of typical 

647 culture media are a base medium, fetal bovine serum (FBS) and specific supplements such as growth 

648 factors, especially when progenitor cells need to be differentiated first. Within the scope of this study, 
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649 the base medium, FBS content and concentration of typical OB and OC supplements were analyzed. It 

650 became obvious that culture conditions are manifold and differ much between studies: A total of 8 

651 different base (or complete) media were reported (Fig 5a), with αMEM and DMEM accounting for 

652 approximately 80% of all studies. FBS content ranged from 0% to 20%, with most studies using 10% 

653 (Fig 5b). Those without supplemented FBS used forms of complete media of which the composition 

654 was not described, but possibly including a type of serum or equivalent serum-free supplements. 

655 Fig 5. Medium components used by studies in Database 2. A) The occurrence of all identified base and 

656 complete media used during the co-culture phase of each study. B) Serum concentrations during the 

657 co-culture phase of each study. Numbers report exclusively the use of separately introduced FBS or FCS. 

658 Serum as part of a complete medium kit that was not described in the methods section is not reported 

659 here. C) OC supplements administered during the co-culture phase of each study. OC supplements were 

660 exclusively reported in ng/ml and are reported as such in the violin plot with all individual 

661 concentrations as blue dots. Please note that the x-axis has a linear distribution. D) Osteogenic 

662 supplements during the co-culture phase of each study. Osteogenic supplements were recalculated to 

663 molarity where necessary for comparability. Individual molarities are shown as blue dots. Please note 

664 that the x-axis has a logarithmic scale.

665

666 OC supplements were reported exclusively in ng/ml (Fig 5c). M-CSF concentration was reported in 11 

667 studies and ranged from 10 ng/ml to 100 ng/ml with a mean of 39,82 ng/ml. RANKL concentration 

668 was reported in 14 studies and ranged from 10 ng/ml to 100 ng/ml with a mean of 49 ng/ml. All OB 

669 supplements were recalculated to molarity if they were reported in concentrations (Fig 5d). Ascorbic 

670 Acid (AA), which was also referred to as ascorbic acid-2-phosphate, L-ascorbic acid or L-ascorbate-2-

671 phosphate, was used in 19 studies. AA concentration ranged from 0.05 mM to 0.57 mM, with mean 

672 of 0.18 mM and one outlier at 200 mM that was disregarded for this calculation. Dexamethasone was 

673 used and reported in 13 studies and was used in 2 different molarities: 6 times at 10-7 M and 7 times 
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674 at 10-8 M. β-Glycerophosphate (βGP) use was reported in 17 studies, and ranged from 1 mM to 46 

675 mM, with a mean of 13 mM. 

676

677

678 Other culture conditions and techniques

679 In addition to the cell and medium characteristics, there are other factors that define an experiment. 

680 Out of the 39 studies of Database 2, 9 studies used a type of transwell or well insert culture (where 

681 cell populations are separated, but factor exchange is possible), 16 studies used a form of 3D culture, 

682 3 studies reported the use of bioreactors, 2 studies used more than the required 2 cell types to form 

683 a tri- or tetra-culture (39,42), 7 studies reported using non-standard environmental conditions such 

684 as gas concentrations or mechanical loading. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used in 13 studies, 

685 and supernatant analyses such as ELISA were used in 14 studies. The target genes, proteins or 

686 compounds were extracted from the publications and the occurrence of each target was recorded in 

687 the analysis of Database 2. 

688

689 Discussion

690 In recent years, many research groups have ventured into the realm of OB-OC co-cultures with the 

691 intent of studying both formation and resorption. Due to a lack of standardization within the field and 

692 the difficulty of finding publications based on methods instead of results, each group seems to be 

693 individually developing the tools to suit their needs resulting in many functionally related experiments 

694 that are methodologically completely different. The use of OB-OC co-cultures is usually not clearly 

695 mentioned in the title and abstract, making it difficult to find these studies without a systematic search 
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696 and thorough review. The aim of this study was to generate a systematic map to give an overview of 

697 existing osteoblast-osteoclast co-culture studies published up to 6 January 2020, and present their 

698 methods, predetermined outcome measures and other useful parameters for analysis in 2 databases 

699 which can be filtered, sorted, searched and expanded. 

700 The Database 1 contains all OB-OC co-culture studies in which at least one relevant primary outcome 

701 measure (formation and/or resorption) or secondary outcome measure (ALP and/or TRAP 

702 quantification as surrogate markers for formation and resorption, respectively) was investigated 

703 (S1_File_Database_1). A sub-selection of studies that have relevant outcome measures investigated 

704 on both OBs and OCs in the co-culture are shown in Database 2, accompanied by additional details on 

705 methods, culture conditions and cells (S2_File_Database_2). 

706

707 Resorption

708 Most studies in Database 1 investigating resorption did so in 2D cultures using a resorbable substrate 

709 such as bone, dentine, or synthetic osteological discs. This is not unexpected, as these three options 

710 are either the actual in vivo material (bone), a similar material with excellent properties for studying 

711 resorption (dentine) (43), or a material designed specifically for the purpose of studying resorption 

712 (osteologic discs or coated wells). One crucial advantage of using dentine discs over bone is related to 

713 the native structure of dentine itself: it does not contain canaliculi and has fewer other irregularities 

714 because it is not actively remodeled, providing more contrast between the native structure and 

715 resorption pits to accurately visualize them (43,44). Because of that reason, dentine is often favored 

716 over bone. The advantages of bone over dentine are that bone is the actual tissue of interest as 

717 opposed to a bone-like material, it can be obtained from many different species in relevant quantities 

718 and sizes, can be more easily be prelabeled in vivo with for example radioactive markers such as 3H-

719 proline (45), it is cheaper and more readily available, and could be used in conjunction with cells from 
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720 the same species or even same animal, although the latter was not observed in this map. Dentine is a 

721 component of ivory, usually obtained from elephants (46), hippo’s (47) or sperm whales (48). 

722 Regulations regarding ivory are strict and the material is rare, making it difficult and expensive to 

723 import and obtain. Synthetic osteologic discs have the advantage of being produced in a uniform 

724 manner and should show little sample-to-sample variation compared to discs made from animal 

725 tissue, or hand-made discs. Using well plates with thin osteologic coatings has the advantage that once 

726 the coating is resorbed, the translucent well below is revealed, which facilitates imaging with light 

727 microscopes. Combined with certain stainings, it makes quantifying resorbed area using conventional 

728 light microscopy easier. 

729 Choosing the surface that will be resorbed by the osteoclasts will result in a compromise. For example, 

730 HA and other calcium phosphates are a likely choice for studying resorption since they are a major 

731 constituent of bone. While not optimized to facilitate resorption per se, they are simple to create, 

732 have a known composition and should offer good between-lab reproducibility. This contrasts with 

733 resorbable discs and plates with undisclosed ingredients and likely between-manufacturer variation. 

734 They are however synthetic, and do not contain any organic ECM components, which means that 

735 techniques such as measuring bone turnover markers NTx (49) and CTx (50) do not work. 

736 It is believed that the deposition of collagen type I by osteoblasts is a vital step in the formation of 

737 mineralized tissue (51), and similarly could play a role in the resorption thereof. It is also possible to 

738 generate the to-be-resorbed material in vitro by the OBs (50), even within the same experiment. This 

739 essentially simulates a bone remodeling environment that is a step closer to the physiological process 

740 of bone remodeling versus only resorption, although in vivo the order in which this typically happens 

741 is reversed: first, damaged ECM is resorbed by OC, then new ECM is deposited by OB (52). However, 

742 the process of creating a mineralized matrix may introduce a variation in substrate size even prior to 

743 initiating the co-culture (53). Also, many in vitro formation experiments, while being able to produce 

744 the ECM constituents collagen and mineral, are not (yet) producing real bone ECM (51). An advantage 
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745 specific to using a collagen-based material in favor of a pure ceramic material is that techniques such 

746 as NTx (49) and CTx (50) can be used. These bone turnover markers are used in the clinic and can 

747 quantify resorption by directly analyzing the liberated collagen fragments that were present in the 

748 resorbed mineralized matrix (54). 

749 Because most studies were conducted in 2D, most resorted to using various types of 2D microscopy 

750 to analyze resorption, usually after staining to increase contrast. This can facilitate the quantification 

751 of resorbed area using image analysis software but is usually limited to a quantification of surface 

752 area, whereas resorption is a three-dimensional process. While methods exist to reconstruct a set of 

753 stereoscopic 2D images into 3D height maps (55), these were not identified within the studies in either 

754 database of this systematic map. It would be better to consider imaging techniques that can directly 

755 quantify the resorbed volume. Examples are 2-photon microscopy for thin samples and micro 

756 computed tomography (μCT) (56). Due to the non-destructive nature of μCT, it is well suited to 

757 monitor mineralized volume over time within the same samples (57) and images can be compared for 

758 changes over time (53,56). The usefulness of such a monitoring tool is however dependent on the 

759 envisaged resolution versus the corresponding potential cell-damage caused by radiation exposure 

760 (58,59). Registering consecutive images can even show both formation and resorption of mineralized 

761 tissue within the same set of images of the same sample if both mineralizing OBs and resorbing OCs 

762 are present (53). While µCT in this map is predominantly used on 3D samples, one study used it to 

763 quantify the thickness of mineralized films and combined that data with surface metrological data 

764 (60). 

765 Overall, the golden standard (bone and dentine discs) remains the most-used method to study 2D 

766 resorption, although alternatives such as osteological coatings offer new and easy ways of 

767 quantification. Compared to 2D cultures however, 3D cultures are under-represented in this 

768 systematic map. While the systematic search covers all publications until January 6 2020 available, 

769 only 24 studies were labeled as 3D co-cultures in Database 1, the first being published only in 2006 
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770 (61). From these we learn that studying 3D resorption remains a challenge, with the only identified 

771 viable options for quantification being μCT imaging and supernatant analysis techniques such as NTx 

772 and CTx. 

773

774 Formation

775 The result of bone formation is the deposition of mineralized matrix. This is however a multi-step 

776 process of the presence of properly stimulated OBs that lay down a framework of type I collagen, 

777 which in turn is mineralized by the addition of calcium phosphates (51). No single method of 

778 measuring formation confirms the occurrence of each step in this process, instead relying on the 

779 assumption that the confirmed presence of one step indicates the presence of the entire process. 

780 With most studies being two-dimensional co-cultures, it is no surprise that most formation analyses 

781 extracted from Database 1 were stainings. Of these, Alizarin Red is particularly interesting due to the 

782 option of quantifying the amount of bound dye, which correlates to the amount of calcium (27). A risk 

783 when using this method on larger samples is that it is not certain how far both dye application and 

784 dye extraction penetrate the material. This should not affect relative comparisons between different 

785 sample groups but could lead to underestimations of calcium deposition. By completely lysing the 

786 samples and directly measuring the exact amount of calcium or phosphate (62,63) this risk could be 

787 avoided, at the cost of not gaining information on the location and distribution of calcium or 

788 phosphate through the sample. 

789 The two types of non-destructive formation measurements, CICP and µCT, are coincidently well-suited 

790 for the analysis of three-dimensional co-cultures as well. A major advantage of these is that because 

791 of their non-destructive nature, they can be used to measure the same samples over time, and they 

792 can be used prior to other destructive techniques. CICP measurements (64) have no negative effects 

793 on the co-culture, requiring only that culture supernatant samples can be taken at the desired 
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794 timepoints, usually at medium exchange. The use of µCT leads to both quantification and visualization 

795 of mineralization within the same sample over time, but it has some aspects to consider. Most 

796 importantly, to use it as a non-destructive technique the samples must be cultured in sterile vessels 

797 capable of being scanned. This means that experiments are limited by severe practical constraints. 

798 Additionally, there is a direct correlation between the resolution of the images (and thus the minimal 

799 detectable size of mineral deposits) and exposure to radiation and subsequent cell damage (58,59). 

800 Radiation damage directly affects the usefulness as a monitoring tool, and a careful balance between 

801 minimal acceptable resolution and maximal radiation exposure must be found. 

802 Overall, 2D nodule stainings were the most frequently used method to measure formation. Combined 

803 with Alizarin Red dye release these provide an easy way to quantify mineralization, though CICP 

804 supernatant analysis and µCT techniques provide a non-destructive alternative that can also be used 

805 for 3D co-cultures. 

806

807 ALP and TRAP

808 ALP and TRAP are the two major markers used for indirectly quantifying respectively OB and OC 

809 activity that were included into Database 1. Their presence is no conclusive proof that formation and 

810 resorption are occurring because ALP is expressed in differentiating MSCs already (65) and TRAP is 

811 expressed on monocytes as well (53), but there is a correlation between their presence and that of 

812 OB and OC, respectively. ALP is an enzyme that makes phosphates available to be incorporated into 

813 the matrix (66), while TRAP has been associated with migration and activation of OC (67). These 

814 enzymes can be measured both after lysis of the cells or within the culture supernatant. The former 

815 allows the quantification of enzyme per DNA content when combined with a DNA assay, whereas the 

816 latter allows the monitoring of relative enzyme release over time. The precise methodological details 

817 and experimental setup are of lesser importance for measuring ALP and TRAP than they are for 
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818 measuring formation and resorption. All that is required is the possibility to use the supernatant or 

819 cell lysate, which is possible in most common experimental setups. The most frequently used methods 

820 are the pNPP-based methods where ALP and TRAP directly convert a substrate into a measurable 

821 compound. Napthtol-based methods (29) rely on a similar principle, and show an increased specificity 

822 for TRAP isoform 5B in particular (30). The main advantage of these methods is that they use the 

823 inherent enzymatic activity of ALP and TRAP, reducing the complexity and cost of the assay. However, 

824 the reliance on the inherent enzymatic activity of the enzymes is also a practical limitation as inherent 

825 activity can be affected by freezing and long-term storage. Especially when monitoring ALP or TRAP 

826 release over time, samples are commonly frozen and stored for different periods of time, and enzyme 

827 activity could be affected by this. A workaround would be to directly analyze the samples after taking 

828 them, or to use methods that rely on the presence and not the activity of these enzymes.

829 One of those methods is the immunoenzymatic assay, of which ELISA is the most well-known. With a 

830 traditional ELISA the antigen is first bound to the assay plate, and then labeled with one or a series of 

831 antibodies that are conjugated with an enzyme to convert a substrate to a chromogenic product (68). 

832 These methods have the capacity to detect lower concentrations of protein because it is possible to 

833 label each individual protein with an excess of new enzymes each capable of converting substrate. In 

834 the case of TRAP, ELISA kits exist that are specific for TRAP isoform 5b which is expressed almost 

835 exclusively in OCs (69), whereas isoform 5a is also expressed by macrophages and dendritic cells (70). 

836 While in a co-culture with pure populations of OB and OC this distinction would not be relevant, 

837 macrophages or macrophage-like cells can be used as a precursor for OCs (24), and thus express 

838 isoform 5a which could be detected in a pNPP based assay. Similarly, most co-cultures use a precursor 

839 or heterogeneous population that either contains macrophages or contains cells capable of 

840 differentiating into macrophages such as mononuclear cells (71), which means that the presence of 

841 other isoforms or even other phosphatases is likely. Whether this negatively affects the results is 

842 another matter that can only be determined by comparison between the two types of assay. Another 

843 factor to consider in co-cultures is the fact that both ALP and TRAP are phosphatases. Assays that rely 
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844 on their inherent phosphatase activity may show cross-reactivity of other phosphatases, although this 

845 should be mitigated by controlling the pH during the test. 

846 To conclude, pNPP based methods are the most frequently used methods for detecting ALP and TRAP 

847 due to their affordability and simplicity. However, immunoenzymatic detection methods are more 

848 sensitive and specific, and do not rely on the intrinsic enzymatic activity of ALP and TRAP which can 

849 be affected by freeze-thaw cycles, long-term storage, and could show cross-reactivity with other 

850 phosphatases.

851

852 Osteoclasts

853 OCs are the bone resorbing cells, and together with bone forming OBs they keep the bone mass and 

854 bone strength in equilibrium with the required loads placed upon it. OCs are created when OC 

855 precursors such as monocytes exit the bloodstream because of chemotactic cues followed by the 

856 correct biochemical signals that result in cell-fusion into OCs. Cells are currently considered to be OCs 

857 when expressing TRAP, having an actin ring, and having at least 3 nuclei (6). Osteoclastic resorption in 

858 vivo is an integral part of bone maintenance. Old and damaged bone tissue is resorbed and quickly 

859 replaced by OBs with new bone tissue. 

860 There is a clear preference in the studies identified for Database 2 for using human cells to generate 

861 OCs, most notably monocytes and mononuclear cells. These have in the past two decades proven to 

862 be a reliable and relatively straight-forward precursor population for OCs (6), they can be obtained 

863 from human blood donations, and are thought to be better representatives for studying human 

864 physiology than cells of animal origin (2,3).

865 The choice of using precursors versus differentiated OCs is forced sharply into one direction because 

866 of both biological and experimental limitations. The extraction of OCs from bone is possible but 
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867 cumbersome, requires access to fresh bone material and generally does not yield relevant numbers 

868 of OCs. Generating OCs from circulating precursors has proven to be an easier way of obtaining OCs. 

869 However, OCs have an average life span of approximately 2 weeks (72,73), some of which would 

870 already be lost if OCs would be created prior to the actual experiments. In contrast to most cells, 

871 differentiation happens by fusion of several precursors into a single OC. Fused multi-nucleated OCs 

872 can become large and hard to handle without damaging them. For those reasons they are usually 

873 generated within the experiment itself instead of in a prior culture. In fact, the first OB-OC co-cultures 

874 were designed specifically to generate OCs by using osteoblastic cell signals (9), as opposed to 

875 generating a model to study both OBs and OCs simultaneously as this systematic map has indexed 

876 (74).

877 OCs can currently be obtained in vitro without the need for OBs thanks to the discovery in 1999 that 

878 M-CSF and RANKL are the necessary and sufficient proteins to induce osteoclastic differentiation from 

879 precursors (10). The cells are predominantly introduced into the co-culture as precursors to 

880 differentiate within the co-culture, regardless of whether these two proteins are used or not. Where 

881 in the past researchers used spleen cells for this, the studies included in this systematic map 

882 predominantly use (blood-derived) mononuclear cells, monocytes, or macrophages as precursor cells. 

883 These four sources are closely related, and the main differences between them are the purity of the 

884 population and how far along the path to differentiated and active OCs they are. In short: Spleen cells 

885 contain many cells, among others mononuclear cells. A part of the mononuclear cell population 

886 consists of monocytes which are currently regarded as ‘the’ OC precursors (75,76). Monocytes can 

887 differentiate into macrophages or fuse together into OCs, depending on the biochemical cues 

888 received. Macrophage-like cell-lines are being used to generate OCs as well. 

889 There are risks associated with each method of generating OCs. Animal cells introduce a between-

890 species variation and can respond differently than human cells (17), human donor cells tend to exhibit 

891 large between-donor variation compared to cell lines (77) and the number of cells acquired is limited 
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892 and variable (78). The large variation between donors again highlights the need for patient-specific 

893 disease models instead of generic bone models. By using cells of a single diseased donor, the reaction 

894 of that patient’s cells on potential treatment options can be studied. Immortalized cell-lines result in 

895 immortal subsequently generated OC-like cells. This is however not the case in vivo and while it can 

896 greatly reduce between-experiment and between-lab variation, it is also physiologically less relevant. 

897 While these risks and characteristics do not discredit any source as a viable source of OCs for any 

898 experiment, the results of the corresponding studies should be interpreted with these characteristics 

899 in mind. 

900

901 Osteoblasts

902 OBs are the bone forming cells, and together with bone resorbing OCs they keep the bone mass and 

903 bone strength in equilibrium with the required loads placed upon it. In addition to their role in bone 

904 formation, they excrete the exact biochemical cues necessary to generate OCs out of their circulating 

905 precursors. Before the identification and commercial synthesis of these factors, a co-culture with OB 

906 was the only way to generate OCs in vitro. 

907 The preference for the use of human primary cells identified in the studies included in Database 2 can 

908 be explained by the good availability of donor material, expandability of OB precursors, and because 

909 human cells have the potential to better reflect human physiology than cells from other species (2,3). 

910 The choice of OB progenitors versus OBs is not as crucial here as it is with OCs. MSCs, the most 

911 commonly used precursors, have a tri-lineage potential (79) and should be able to differentiate into 

912 OBs on a 1-1 ratio. The advantage of osteoprogenitors such as MSCs is that these are capable of 

913 extensive proliferation before differentiation and could be used to migrate into and populate hard-to-

914 reach areas within 3D scaffolds. Additionally, using progenitors opens possibilities to study 

915 osteoblastogenesis in addition to bone formation. When the effect of an intervention on 
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916 mineralization but not osteogenesis is under investigation, care must be taken that the intervention 

917 is not applied before differentiation is has been achieved. 

918 The advantage of directly introducing OBs instead of precursors, whether obtained directly from 

919 primary material or pre-differentiated in vitro, is that these do not need to be differentiated within 

920 the experiment anymore, and all seeded cells are already OBs, and by extension, any experimental 

921 conditions affect only mature OBs and not osteoblastogenesis in parallel. Actual OBs or to-be-

922 differentiated MSCs isolated from orthopedic surgery are the most common source of primary human 

923 OBs. However, healthy human donor OBs are scarce because they are mostly isolated after surgery of 

924 mainly diseased patients. Whether the use of OBs from unhealthy donors affects experimental results 

925 needs to be elucidated. On the other hand, using patient cells to create a personalized in vitro disease 

926 model is the first step towards personalized medicine, especially if all cells are of that same patient. 

927 Finally, the use of any type of animal cell instead of human cells carries the risk of finding inter-species 

928 differences that can affect the results and conclusions, and everything based on that, because animal 

929 cells can behave differently than human cells (17). While none of these risks directly discredit any of 

930 the methods obtaining OBs, the results must be interpreted with these risks and characteristics in 

931 mind.

932

933 Culture conditions

934 The success of a cell-culture experiment is dependent on many factors related to culture conditions. 

935 For most cell-types, standard culture conditions have been established. During co-culture experiments 

936 however, the needs of two or more cell types need to be met. Medium components and factors may 

937 be needed in different concentrations, as they can be beneficial to one cell type but inhibitory to the 

938 other (80). 
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939 There is a clear preference for medium based on DMEM and αMEM, but the choice of base medium 

940 for a culture is not an easy one. Base media are generally chosen based on the intended cell type, 

941 recommendations by a manufacturer or supplier of either cells or medium, preferred effect on cells, 

942 interaction with other supplements, and earlier experience. These factors make direct comparison of 

943 experimental results by literature virtually impossible. Additionally, none of the studies mentioned 

944 why they specifically chose the base media they used. 

945 Another variable in medium composition is the use of FBS (or FCS). It is commonly known that there 

946 can be batch-to-batch and between-brand differences in FBS (81) which can impact the results of an 

947 experiment tremendously. While different concentrations are being used, the most common FBS 

948 concentration is 10%. However, no study explains why each type and concentration of FBS was used. 

949 Although there was no clear predictor for using or not using any of the osteoblastic or osteoclastic 

950 supplements, when they were used, the concentrations were usually within the same order of 

951 magnitude in all studies, except for ascorbic acid. However, only 2 studies used all 5 of the 

952 supplements indexed in this study (AA, βGP, Dexamethasone, M-CSF and RANKL) and many 

953 combinations of supplements have been registered in this map. Looking at OC supplements, it is 

954 generally accepted that RANKL and M-CSF are both necessary and sufficient for osteoclastogenesis 

955 (10). However, OBs can produce RANKL and M-CSF themselves to trigger differentiation (9) and 

956 therefore the supplements are not necessarily required in co-culture. The need for all osteoblastic 

957 supplements is not as great considering osteoblasts can be introduced in various stages of 

958 development. Still, each supplement contributes to a specific function. Dexamethasone upregulates 

959 osteogenic differentiation, βGP acts as a phosphate source, and AA is a co-factor involved in collagen 

960 synthesis (82). Depending on the type of cells introduced, the aim of the experiment and other 

961 methodological details, their inclusion could be beneficial. 

962 Finally, many studies used or omitted specific supplements related to their research question 

963 regarding the activity of OBs or OCs or used less common supplements for differentiation such as 
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964 vitamin D3, human serum or Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate. What is seldom addressed however, is 

965 the compromise that must be made in choosing the right supplements and concentrations. Adding 

966 too high doses of supplements could cause an excess of these signals in the culture medium, 

967 effectively overshadowing any other ongoing cell-signaling over the same pathway by other cells. This 

968 is of critical importance when the goal is not to achieve only OBs and/or OCs activity, but to obtain a 

969 homeostasis in which the two cell types regulate each other, with experimental conditions or 

970 interventions that are expected to affect this balance. Here, it may be beneficial to experiment with 

971 lower concentrations of factors, supplemented only during critical phases of the cells’ development 

972 or differentiation.

973 The choice of medium in a co-culture is most likely going to be a compromise and must be based on 

974 the exact research question to be addressed, where the advantages and disadvantages of base media 

975 and supplements for both cell types are carefully weighed. Most likely, the ultimate goal for the 

976 envisaged co-culture would be to reach tissue homeostasis, in which the environment is as similar to 

977 the in vivo environment in tissue homeostasis where cell interactions with each other can be 

978 monitored. 

979

980 Seeding densities and seeding ratios

981 Using the correct seeding densities plays a major role in proliferation and cell function of OBs (18,83) 

982 and osteoclastic differentiation (84). The seeding densities reported in this map show an enormous 

983 spread. Many factors could have influenced these numbers. For example, some studies report the 

984 numbers prior to expansion, others expand the cells in (co-)culture. Similarly, the percentages of 

985 relevant precursor cells in heterogenous cell populations can vary widely. The cell numbers present 

986 and OB:OC ratio most likely even change during a co-culture due to ongoing cell-division, 

987 differentiation, fusion and different expected life spans and the corresponding cell death. Regrettably, 
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988 the available documentation of exact cell numbers introduced is often lacking, and open to some 

989 interpretation. While the figures show this large spread in data points, the included databases can be 

990 manipulated to filter and select studies that match criteria according to the readers’ specific needs.

991 Animal type, cell type, cell line versus primary cells and even passage number may also directly 

992 influence the choice of seeding densities in addition to various experimental choices. At the same 

993 time, the purpose of the experiment and more specifically the purpose of the cells and type of 

994 interaction required should determine the necessary seeding density. Are the cells required to actively 

995 deposit or resorb measurable amounts of minerals, or are they just supposed to be there to facilitate 

996 OB-OC communication? The combination of all these factors suggests that there in fact is no one ideal 

997 seeding density, that the best density for a certain experiment can only be determined by taking all 

998 the above factors into account, learning from others that did a similar experiment, and most 

999 importantly verifying assumptions and predictions in the lab. 

1000 Looking at the cell seeding ratio, here reported as number of seeded OB/OB-precursors per seeded 

1001 OC/OC-precursor, outliers can be normalized against their seeded counterparts. In 2D studies, there 

1002 are never more OBs/OB-precursors than OCs/OC-precursors. At most, they are seeded at a 1:1 OB:OC 

1003 ratio. Even though in human bone tissue the ratio of OB:OC is estimated to be approximately 7:1 (41), 

1004 higher OC numbers than OB numbers are not unexpected. OB precursors can still proliferate, whereas 

1005 OC precursors usually still need to fuse together to form mature OC or OC-like cells. In 3D we do not 

1006 see the same trend, with ratio’s ranging from 1:20 to 100:1. These differences are again affected by 

1007 the same factors that influence individual OB and OC seeding densities, further enhanced by the extra 

1008 layer of complexity that are inherent to 3D cultures.

1009

1010 Limitations of the systematic search
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1011 While the authors took great care to construct a series of search queries fine-tuned for each of the 

1012 three online bibliographic literature sources, the authors cannot be certain that all relevant OB-OC co-

1013 cultures have been included into the two databases. The search was limited by the necessary addition 

1014 of a ‘co-culture’ search element. Co-culture studies without any indication thereof in the title or 

1015 abstract simply cannot be identified through the initial search. To compensate for this, screening step 

1016 4, searching through identified reviews and publications included into Database 2, was executed. The 

1017 publications included into Database 1 or the complete list of identified OB-OC co-cultures could have 

1018 been screened for references as well, but the authors decided against this. Database 2 was specifically 

1019 chosen for this because the likelihood of a publication that matches all relevant inclusion criteria citing 

1020 other such publications was deemed high, whereas less relevant papers (included into Database 1, or 

1021 not included at all) were considered much less likely to cite publications relevant to this systematic 

1022 map that had not already been identified by the search itself or the screening of reviews and Database 

1023 2. Publications in languages other than English, Dutch or German were excluded because none of the 

1024 researchers involved in data curation and analysis were fluent in those languages. No budget was 

1025 available to hire a professional translator for the remaining languages. The consequence of that is that 

1026 there is a likelihood that relevant publications were missed. 

1027

1028 Limitations of the databases

1029 The use of co-culture models is a field that is still developing, and we are now aware that it is not only 

1030 about adding an additional cell type, but that the complexity of such a culture is more than just 

1031 doubled. The applied choice of methods, cells, and culture conditions should be tailored to the 

1032 research question to be investigated, and ideally would be comparable to other studies within the 

1033 field. This systematic map shows that the currently applied methods are far from standardized and 

1034 that many research groups have developed their own approach attempting to overcome each 
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1035 challenge, making comparison between research groups virtually impossible. There is no consensus 

1036 on cell types, seeding densities, seeding ratios or medium composition, and many of these are 

1037 predominantly determined by the research question and whatever has been done before in each 

1038 respective laboratory. For each study, 86 columns worth of data has been extracted including in some 

1039 cases extrapolation and recalculation of numbers, which are now available for sorting and filtering for 

1040 individual needs. Still these databases only scratch the surface of each study, and to fully understand 

1041 the collected information and the context on which it was gathered, one must still read the full 

1042 publication. 

1043 It must be noted that the quality of reporting in many cases is lacking. Both missing information critical 

1044 and non-critical for reproducing the methods of the studies was identified, and only 13 out of 39 

1045 studies included in Database 2 did not miss at least a basic description of all indexed characteristics. 

1046 However, more relevant details of these characteristics may have been omitted that describe exactly 

1047 how each method or culture conditions was executed that were not required for this systematic map. 

1048 Instead, this systematic map focuses on a high-level indexing and evaluation of defining characteristics 

1049 of methods and culture conditions.

1050 This systematic map is not intended to provide a definitive answer to the question of how to set up 

1051 the perfect OB-OC co-culture. Instead, it allows searching through all relevant co-culture studies 

1052 looking for specific matching experimental characteristics or culture details that may be applicable to 

1053 one’s own research. For this, it contains the possibility to search, sort and filter through many relevant 

1054 characteristics. This allows one to find relevant studies that may have already (partly) studied one’s 

1055 research question, or that can be used as a guide to design comparable experiments. 

1056

1057 Conclusion
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1058 With this systematic map, we have generated an overview of existing OB-OC co-culture studies 

1059 published until January 6, 2020, their methods, predetermined outcome measures (formation and 

1060 resorption, and ALP and TRAP quantification as surrogate markers for formation and resorption, 

1061 respectively), and other useful parameters for analysis. The two constructed databases are intended 

1062 to allow researchers to quickly identify publications relevant to their specific needs, which otherwise 

1063 would have not been easily available or findable. The presented high-level evaluation and discussion 

1064 of the major extracted methodological details provides important background information and 

1065 context, suggestions and considerations covering most of the used cell sources, culture conditions and 

1066 methods of analysis. Finally, this map includes the instructions for others to expand and manipulate 

1067 the databases to answer their own more specific research questions. 

1068

1069
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